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(b) Determination of deterioration fac-
tors. No service accumulation method 
or vehicle/component selection method 
is required. Deterioration factors for 
all types of regulated emissions are as-
signed using the provisions in this 
paragraph (b). A separate assigned de-
terioration factor is required for each 
durability group. Manufacturers shall 
use good engineering judgment in ap-
plying deterioration factors. Manufac-
turers may use assigned deterioration 
factors that the Administrator deter-
mines and prescribes. 

(1) The deterioration factors will be 
the Administrator’s estimate, periodi-
cally updated and published in a guid-
ance document, of the 70th percentile 
deterioration factors calculated using 
the industry-wide database of pre-
viously completed durability data vehi-
cles or engines used for certification. 

(2) The Administrator may use dis-
cretion to develop assigned deteriora-
tion factors using alternative methods 
if there is insufficient information to 
calculate an appropriate industry-wide 
deterioration factor (for example: a 
new engine technology coupled with a 
proven emission control system). These 
methods may include the use of as-
signed deterioration factors based on 
similar durability vehicles. 

(3) Alternatively, with advance ap-
proval from the Administrator, a man-
ufacturer may use deterioration fac-
tors developed by another manufac-
turer. The manufacturer seeking to use 
these deterioration factors must— 

(i) Demonstrate that the engines 
from the two manufacturers share 
technical parameters to the degree 
that would support the conclusion that 
a common deterioration factor should 
apply for both vehicle configurations 
as defined in § 86.1803. 

(ii) Provide supporting information, 
such as histograms of exhaust tempera-
ture data, comparisons of vehicle 
weight and road load horsepower, or 
comparisons of powertrains and emis-
sion control systems. 

[79 FR 23726, Apr. 28, 2014] 

§ 86.1827–01 Test group determination. 
This section applies to the grouping 

of vehicles into test groups within a 
durability group. The vehicles covered 
by an application within a durability 

group shall be divided into test groups 
based on the following criteria. The 
manufacturer shall use good engineer-
ing judgment in grouping vehicles into 
test groups. 

(a) To be included in the same test 
group, vehicles must be identical in all 
following respects: 

(1) Durability group; 
(2) Engine displacement (within a 

total band width of 15 percent of the 
largest displacement or 50 CID, which-
ever is larger); 

(3) Number of cylinders or combus-
tion chambers; 

(4) Arrangement of cylinders or com-
bustion chambers (e.g. in-line, v- 
shaped); 

(5) Subject to the same emission 
standards (except for CO2), or FEL in 
the case of cold temperature NMHC 
standards, except that a manufacturer 
may request to group vehicles into the 
same test group as vehicles subject to 
more stringent standards, so long as all 
the vehicles within the test group are 
certified to the most stringent stand-
ards applicable to any vehicle within 
that test group. Light-duty trucks and 
light-duty vehicles may be included in 
the same test group if all vehicles in 
the test group are subject to the same 
emission standards, with the exception 
of the CO2 standard and/or the total HC 
standard. 

(b) Where vehicles are of a type 
which cannot be divided into test 
groups based on the criteria listed 
above (such as non-cylinder engines), 
the Administrator will establish test 
groups for those vehicles based upon 
the features most related to their ex-
haust emission characteristics. 

(c) Manufacturers may further divide 
groups determined under paragraph (a) 
of this section providing the Adminis-
trator is notified in advance of any 
such changes in writing. 

(d) Manufacturers may request the 
Administrator’s approval to combine 
vehicles into a single test group which 
would normally not be eligible to be in 
a single test group. The petition should 
provide: 

(1) Substantial evidence that all the 
vehicles in the larger grouping will 
have the similar levels of emissions; 

(2) Evidence of equivalent component 
durability over the vehicle’s useful life; 
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(3) Evidence that the groups will re-
sult in sufficient in-use verification 
program data, appropriate tracking in 
use, and clear liability for the Agency’s 
recall program; and 

(4) A statement that all vehicles 
within a test group are certified to the 
most stringent standards applicable to 
any vehicle within that test group. 

(e) Unless otherwise approved by the 
Administrator, a manufacturer of hy-
brid electric vehicles must create sepa-
rate test groups based on both the type 
of battery technology employed by the 
HEV and upon features most related to 
their exhaust emission characteristics. 

(f) Unless otherwise approved by the 
Administrator, a manufacturer of elec-
tric vehicles must create separate test 
groups based on the type of battery 
technology, the capacity and voltage of 
the battery, and the type and size of 
the electric motor. 

[64 FR 23925, May 4, 1999, as amended at 65 
FR 6864, Feb. 10, 2000; 65 FR 59974, Oct. 6, 2000; 
72 FR 8566, Feb. 26, 2007; 75 FR 25689, May 7, 
2010] 

§ 86.1828–01 Emission data vehicle se-
lection. 

(a) FTP and SFTP testing. Within each 
test group, the vehicle configuration 
shall be selected which is expected to 
be worst-case for exhaust emission 
compliance on candidate in-use vehi-
cles, considering all exhaust emission 
constituents, all exhaust test proce-
dures, and the potential impact of air 
conditioning on test results. The se-
lected vehicle will include an air condi-
tioning engine code unless the worst- 
case vehicle configuration selected is 
not available with air conditioning. 
This vehicle configuration will be used 
as the EDV calibration. 

(b) Evaporative/Refueling testing. Vehi-
cles of each evaporative/refueling fam-
ily will be divided into evaporative/re-
fueling emission control systems. 

(1) The vehicle configuration ex-
pected to exhibit the highest evapo-
rative and/or refueling emission on 
candidate in-use vehicles shall be se-
lected for each evaporative/refueling 
family and evaporative refueling emis-
sion system combination from among 
the corresponding vehicles selected for 
FTP and SFTP testing under para-
graph (a) of this section. Separate vehi-

cles may be selected to be tested for 
evaporative and refueling testing. 

(2) Each test group must be rep-
resented by both evaporative and re-
fueling testing (provided that the re-
fueling standards are applicable) before 
it may be certified. That required test-
ing may have been conducted on a ve-
hicle in another test group provided 
the tested vehicle is a member of the 
same evaporative/refueling family and 
evaporative/refueling emission system 
combination and it was selected for 
testing in accordance with the provi-
sions of paragraph (b)(1) of this section. 

(3) For evaporative/refueling emis-
sion testing, the vehicle(s) selected 
shall be equipped with the worst-case 
evaporative/refueling emission hard-
ware available on that vehicle consid-
ering such items as canister size and 
material, fuel tank size and material, 
purge strategy and flow rates, refueling 
characteristics, and amount of vapor 
generation. 

(c) Cold CO testing. For cold tempera-
ture CO exhaust emission compliance 
for each durability group, the vehicle 
expected to emit the highest CO emis-
sions at 20 degrees F on candidate in- 
use vehicles shall be selected from the 
test vehicles selected in accordance 
with paragraph (a) of this section. 

(d) [Reserved] 
(e) The manufacturer may select, 

using good engineering judgement, an 
equivalent or worst-case configuration 
in lieu of testing the vehicle selected in 
paragraphs (a) through (d) of this sec-
tion. Carryover data satisfying the pro-
visions of § 86.1839–01 may also be used 
in lieu of testing the configuration se-
lected in paragraphs (a) through (d) of 
this section. 

(f) The manufacturer shall use good 
engineering judgment in making selec-
tions of vehicles under this section. 

(g) Cold temperature NMHC testing. 
For cold temperature NMHC exhaust 
emission compliance for each dura-
bility group, the manufacturer must 
select the vehicle expected to emit the 
highest NMHC emissions at 20°F on 
candidate in-use vehicles from the test 
vehicles specified in paragraph (a) of 
this section. When the expected worst- 
case cold temperature NMHC vehicle is 
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